The Cat® B26 rugged mobile phone is drop proof, dust proof, waterproof, and built to withstand tough environments.

BEYOND RUGGED
Drop tested to 1.8m on concrete
Ingress Protection (IP68)
Waterproof up to 1.2m for 35 minutes
MIL SPEC 810G

CONNECTIVITY
GSM Quad Band
Bluetooth® 2.1

BATTERY
1,500mAh, removable lithium-ion

OTHER DESIGN FEATURES
Physical buttons
Dedicated flashlight
Lanyard attachment
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

**BEYOND RUGGED**
Drop tested: Up to 1.8m (6ft) onto concrete  
**INGRESS PROTECTION (IP68):**  
Sand, dust and dirt resistant  
Waterproof: Up to 1.2m for up to 35 minutes  
**MIL SPEC 810G:**  
Thermal shock: handles low to high temperature differences between -25°C (-13°F) - 55°C (131°F) for up to 4hrs  
Resistant to vibration: Category 4  
Resistant to humidity and salt mist

**PLATFORM (OPERATING SYSTEM)**  
Proprietary

**BATTERY**  
Capacity: 1500mAh  
Type: Removable lithium-ion  
Up to 13 hours talk time and 18 days standby time†

**CONNECTIVITY**  
Audio jack: 3.5mm  
Bluetooth®: 2.1  
USB: micro USB 2.0  
SIM type: Dual SIM, standard size (2FF)

**PROCESSOR**  
Spreadtrum SC6531F

**DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT**  
139 x 60 x 16mm  
150g

**DISPLAY / SCREEN**  
2.4” QVGA Display

**MULTIMEDIA**  
**AUDIO:**  
FM Radio, Media player

**VIDEO:**  
Record - QVGA, 30fps  
Playback - QVGA, 30fps

**CAMERA**  
2MP camera

**MEMORY**  
8MB RAM  
8MB ROM  
Expandable via microSD™ card (up to 32GB)

**NETWORK**  
GSM 850/900/1800/1900 MHz

**OTHER DESIGN FEATURES**  
Physical buttons  
Dedicated flashlight  
Lanyard attachment

Available storage is less due to phone software.  
†Battery times (talk time, standby time, and more) are based on 2G and are subject to network and phone usage.  
Note: Specifications are subject to change without prior notice.